
THE SIMILARITIES BETWEEN THE LIVES OF THE NORTHERN AND

SOUTHERN WOMEN DURING THE CIVIL WAR

In many ways, the coming of the Civil War challenged the ideology of In the North and in the South, the war forced
women into public life in ways they . ( Working-class white women had a similar experience: While their.

For example, their work on a plantation was totally acceptable, in fact, it was expected. Her relief work filled
the need for a profusion of medical supplies, including artificial limbs for disabled veterans. Not legs but arms
are looked for. As men departed the plantations, farms, and cities, they were worked harder. Women's work on
the home front--from "manning" the home front to keeping up morale on the battle front--was central to the
ability of the Union and Confederate governments to prosecute the war. Rejecting the judgment of the vast
majority of white Northerners that the war was about Union, not slavery, slaves in the South constituted
themselves as active, if unwanted, partisans. They set up schools and hospitals and fought with Union officials
to secure decent housing and medical care for refugees, increasingly a population of women, children and the
elderly. Her autobiography, Belle Boyd, in Camp and Prison, recounted stories of her dangerous deeds which
spanned a period of nearly three years. Slavery had died out, replaced in the cities and factories by immigrant
labor from Europe. Nearly all had to reckon with unfamiliar financial transactions - whether hiring help or
stretching an inadequate military paycheck or seeking assistance from relatives and neighbors. Slaves and
Freedwomen Slave women were, of course, not free to contribute to the Union cause. Notes 1 Catherine
Clinton, ed. But like bold Southern elite white women, the queen moved in any direction she deemed
necessary for her own protection, as well as in defense of her men and her homeland. Sarah Morgan disclosed
an instance of Yankees who shelled her home. Place and time surely made for differences. Poor and working
class whites witnessed more clearly than ever before the class-bound limitations of racial privilege, and elite
southern white women of the planter and merchant classes oversaw at close quarters the near-total
disintegration of a world built upon that privilege. Sherman not only torched a cotton factory in Rosswell,
Georgia, but he also took the four hundred women who worked there as prisoners of war and sent them to the
North. In more isolated areas, women worked as individuals to send supplies to the soldiers. Her belief was
that women had to rise above conventional modesty and the sphere that enclosed them to tend the wounded
and pray at the bedside of those too young to die. Carrying signs reading "Bread or Blood" and "Bread and
Peace," they publicly called into question the rationale that had sent their men to war. Williams, Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Co. How did the United States arrive at a point at which the South seceded and some
families were so fractured that brother fought brother? Not even criticism from surgeons managed to keep
them from using their skills. The enlistment of women was of course forbidden, but that did not deter some of
the more adventurous females from taking the role of soldier. In cities across the South, they took their
struggle to the streets. Other women left their homes to care for wounded troops on the front lines, seeing
battle and its ravages firsthand. To comprehend the bondage of upper-class white females in the South and
compare it to the bondage of slaves, it is essential to first determine the basis for that comparison and their
positions in society during the antebellum period. In addition to their own plantation and household labor,
many slave women had to do the work of their husbands and partners too: The Confederate Army frequently
impressed male slaves, and slaveowners fleeing from Union troops often took their valuable male slaves, but
not women and children, with them. Few came with medical training, yet these women learned essential skills,
and often challenged the established male hierarchy, in demanding better care for their patients. For poor
white women, the war proved less liberating, as the demands of the war and economic hardship created major
challenges in supporting themselves and their families. There was no demand for women in the role of spies
after the war, but the heroic deeds of those women did have merit. In these societies, women prepared aid
packages for soldiers, gathered medical supplies for army hospitals, gave one another emotional support, and
sponsored large-scale fund-raising fairs for the troops. The women of the Confederacy no longer need to be
portrayed in the works of fiction because their deeds have earned them a place of honor. One upper-class
Georgian woman wrote, "Family on the increase continually, and every one added labor and responsibility.
Eventually, women gained entry into all military branches of the armed services. Speaking in Alexandria,
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Virginia in , the ex-slave Harriet Jacobs reminded the audience that had come to celebrate the anniversary of
West Indian Emancipation and honor black Union soldiers of the role of black women in the struggle. It
proved to be so effective that other doctors requested it. Start your free trial today.


